
Q: What is VMware Cloud Director?

A: VMware® Cloud Director (vCloud® Director) is VMware’s flagship cloud services platform for cloud providers. It’s a pervasive 

cloud infrastructure control plane for cloud providers’ service-delivery needs and the management entity for a global VMware 

cloud estate. vCloud Director allows seamless provisioning and consumption of cloud computing resources and services to 

geographically distributed lines of business and IT teams in an API-driven approach. You can find more details here. 

Q: Why would my customers want VMware Cloud Director?

A: vCloud Director offers many benefits, including:

 • Operational efficiency: vCloud Director enables cloud providers to squeeze extreme operational efficiencies out of their 

cloud infrastructure, and reduces operational overheads. 

 • Service expansion and monetization: vCloud Director enables cloud providers to spin up new cloud services on Day 1  

and drive more revenue by publishing their own service suite, or integrate ISV-provided backup, DR, security, migration  

and other leading cloud services. vCloud Director forms a unified management plane for the entire service portfolio of a 

cloud provider. 

 • Developer readiness: vCloud Director provides an open platform for cloud providers and customer developers to build on. 

Cloud providers will differentiate themselves by providing unique experiences and their customers will get to application 

building faster. 

Q: Why would we want to sell vCloud Director?

A: Among many other benefits, selling vCloud Director gives you more choice and greater flexibility in how to build and offer 

cloud solutions, ultimately increasing customer satisfaction and expanding your revenue base. 

Get answers to your top questions so you can  
confidently expand your services revenue.
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https://www.insight.com/content/dam/insight-web/en_US/pdfs/vmware/vmware-vcloud-director-datasheet.pdf


Q: How will Insight help me be successful?

A: Insight’s VMware Service Provider Support program assists VMware partners with reporting, ensuring compliance and 

answering program questions and updates. We also offer business development and sales enablement support, as well as 

monthly technical workshops. Our 40+ VMware-certified consultants and architects have serviced more than 500 VMware clients.

Q: Where do I order vCloud Director?

A: vCloud® Director licenses are fulfilled through the VMware Cloud Provider™ Program (VCPP). Once enrolled in the 

program, the product can be downloaded from the My VMware® portal. Please reach out to your VMware rep for pricing and 

to learn how to enroll. vCloud Director is charged by consumption, as metered by VMware vCloud Usage Meter, to eliminate 

shelf ware and unused license volumes.

Q: Wait, what is the VCPP?

A: The VCPP is the world’s largest network of validated cloud services based on VMware® technology. It offers customers 

unprecedented flexibility and choice on a local basis — with the confidence of multiple compliance certifications,  

managed and application services, and vertical market specializations that meet customer requirements. VCPP enables  

you to consume VMware products on a pay-as-you-go, pay-as-you-grow monthly subscription model. By offering  

VMware-based cloud services on a geographical basis, you can now offer hybrid cloud services that quickly and seamlessly 

extend the customer’s data center into the cloud using the same VMware products and tools already on premises.  

Find more details here.

Q: What’s new with vCloud Director?

A: The latest in vCloud Director updates, demos, walk-throughs and tutorials are available here.

Q: What next?

A: Schedule a meeting with an Insight VMware expert to get started here.
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